
Sounds and �isions of �odernity 
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�hen Does an Era End� 
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�reat Power Status 

Source: The Leonard A. Lauder Collection of Japanese Postcards at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, MA. 
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Party �overnment 

This image is in the public domain. 
Source: Wikimedia Commons.
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Imperial_Diet_House_of_Commons.jpg


End of an Era 

This image is in the public domain. 
Source: Wikimedia Commons. 
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Funeral_of_Emperor_Meiji_4.JPG


�eneral �ogi 

This image is in the public domain. 
Source: Wikimedia Commons. 
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Maresuke_Nogi_2.jpg


 

Se tember 1  1923 

� Changing  �rban 
 
�andsca e
 
� �reat �anto Earth�uake   
Se tember 1  1923 

� �econstruction boom  
 
1923 1931
 

��oto Shin ei
 

� Tani�aki �un�ichiro  

�"�ow they will make  
Tokyo a decent city " This image is in the public domain. 

Source: Wikimedia Commons. 
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kanto-daishinsai.jpg


1905 1937: Overla ing Periods 

� Taisho (1912 26) Showa (1926 89) 
� "Inter war" (1918 193711939 for Euro e)  

� "Taisho Democracy" vs "Im erial Democracy" 

� Era of "Culture" and the "�odan" (today) 
� Converging domestic and global crises (Thursday 
and next week) 
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The �andsca e of �odernity 
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�hose Story Is This� 

� The "new middle class" 

� �ighly educated salaried em loyees of cor orations and 
government ��D their families 

� In Tokyo: 6� of those em loyed in (1908) � 21� in 
1920 
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Two �ords 
� ���� �unka seikatsu (�culture life�) 
��1926 

�rationality efficiency reform 

� ����odan (�modern�) 
�1926�late 1930s 

�ra id ace of urban life new forms of leisure 

� Commonality 
�shared ex eriences with industrial �est 

�consum tion 
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Ob�ects of Consum tion 
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Source: Shiseido Co., Ltd. Used with permission.
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�etworks: Trans ortation 

This image is in the public domain. 
Source: Wikimedia Commons. 
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tokyostation_outside-trees-1914.jpg


�etworks: �ass �edia 

� �aga�ines: �ingu ("�ing " 192�) 
� �adio (1926) 
� �ovie industry 

� �ecord industry 

� �rowth of media as a "web" 
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�ass �edia: �usic 

� �ictor Columbia in �a an (1927) 
� �assive ca ital 
� �ew technologies and ractices 
� "�atashino �o�ora" 

("�y �lue �eaven " 1928 hit) 
� Translated by �oriuchi �ei�o 

(1897 1983): �IT � S 1923 

� �irth of ryukoka (" o ular songs") 
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This image is in the public domain. 
Source: Wikimedia Commons. 

"Tokyo �arch" 1929 
�onging for the ast when the streets in �in�a were lined with 
willow trees 
� young beauty becomes a nobody with age 
Dance to the �a�� music and down li�uor into the night 
�nd the rain that is the tears of the dancers will s rinkle at the 
break of dawn 

�aru building the center of love 
There are eo le writing letters in tears near that window 
�t least kee the rose you found left behind during the rush 
hour 
�s a memorable token of your girl 

�ove makes the vast city of Tokyo small 
Secret dates in the chic town of �sakusa 
�ou come on a subway and I by bus 
�ou can�t ut breaks on love 

�o to the cinemas� Or for some tea� 
�hy not we run away on the Odakyu train� 
�ith the ever changing Shin�uku 
The �oon in �usashino shines over the roofto of the 
de artment store 17
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tokyo_koshin-kyoku_poster.jpg


�odan ��ru 

� �odernity as gendered 
henomena 

� Symbol of social cultural 
sexual liberation 

Source: Shiseido Co., Ltd. Used with permission. 
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�edia Construct� Or �eality�
 

� "Professional women" 
�Caf� waitress 

�Dancers 

�Office workers 

��us conductors 

�Doctors 
�Etc etc etc� 
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�nxieties 

� Criti�ue of �odan ��ru as criti�ue of modernity 
itself 
� �ender crisis 
� Decadence delin�uency and general moral 
decay 

� �esterni�ation1�mericani�ation 

� Political radicalism 
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�ore �nxieties 

� Image of modernity vs reality 

� Shaky economic foundation of the "new middle 
class" 

� �mbiguous gain for women 

� Concern for urban "underclass": overty and 
social chaos 

-�reakdown of im erial democracy� 
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